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The Flute Society of South Australia Inc.
PO Box 3208, Norwood SA 5067
(08) 8267 4319
Membership Enquires – Ph. (08) 8431 0452

About The Flute Society of South Australia Inc.
The Flute Society of South Australia is a non-profit
organization that aims to foster and encourage the enjoyment
of flute playing at all levels.

The Flute Society of South Australia Inc. was founded in
July 1972 at the instigation of the late Prof. David
Cubbin.

The Society's role includes promoting local and interstate
artists, encouraging young players and forging links out into
the community.

Its members represent a wide cross-section of the
community – teachers, students, amateur flautists,
professional musicians and people from all walks of life,
all sharing the same interest – playing, talking about and
listening to the flute.

Newsletter Contributions

Membership Fees
Adult

March 2010 issue deadline – Friday, February 6
$40

Student, Pensioner, Country,
Unemployed, Associate

$25

Life Membership

$600

Download a membership form from our website.

Please post to:
The Editor
South Australian Flute News
PO Box 3208, Norwood, SA 5067
(08) 8431-0452, or email to robbrown@adam.com.au
Attach as a Word.doc or JPEG file or send as body text; maximum
length is 500 words. Please send separate Word and JPEG files.
Advertising rates for South Australian Flute News
Half page, $150; third page, $100; quarter page; $75.
Buy and Sell - Members free; Non-members, $15

E-mail Database and Newsletter via email
The Flute Society is building up a database of member’s e-mail addresses so that flute related news and information can be
sent to members from time to time.
Sometimes information and news becomes out-of-date before it can be published in South Australian Flute News.
If you have an e-mail address or would like to receive South Australian Flute News electronically please e-mail the details to
Robert Brown at robbrown@adam.com.au.
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From the President
Dear Members,
Another year is about to end and it is
time for me to hand over the presidency
once again. So let me take this
opportunity to thank all the committee
for their hard work over the past two
years, always so willingly and capably
carried out. Without these wonderful
behind the scenes movers and shakers
we would cease to function as an active
society.
I would also like to take this opportunity
of congratulating one of our most active
and hard working members Elizabeth
Koch for the success of the recently run
Australian Flute Festival here in
Adelaide. As artistic director of this
major event she has been working
tirelessly for well over a year to ensure
the highest possible standard of
excellence for this event. There was
something for everyone, from the young
beginner through to the professional
flautist, with some amazing
performances and offerings for all to
enjoy. You can read all about it inside
this newsletter.
In August we were privileged to have
special guest from Brisbane, Karen
Lonsdale, to adjudicate the Adelaide
Flute Eisteddfod. Our thanks to Karen
for her valuable comments and
encouragement for all the competitors
who took part. Thanks are due also to
the many helpers over the three days for
ensuring the smooth running of this
event.

This year we have changed the format
for our AGM and instead of having a
concert we have chosen to run a Family
Day ‘Picnic in the Park’ style event.
We would love to see lots of you coming
along to enjoy a social afternoon out.
Bring your family, play petanque, throw
a sausage on the barbie, sit under the
trees and relax with a glass of wine in
hand! We think we all deserve this after
a busy year!! It’s to be on Sunday
November 15 with more details of
where and when inserted inside this
newsletter.
Finally, from all the committee we wish
you a safe and happy Christmas and
look forward to another great year of
flute related activities in 2010.
With best wishes,

Margaret Coventry

Flute Festival photographs taken by Lyndie
Leviston, Robert Brown, Michal Rosiak &
Elizabeth Koch.
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AUSTRALIAN FLUTE FESTIVAL 2009
Held: Friday, October 2, Professional Learning Day
Held: Saturday, October 3 to Monday, October 5, Australian Flute Festival
Venue: Elder Conservatorium of Music, University of Adelaide
Artistic Director: Elizabeth Koch OAM
Director: David Leviston
Director/Co-ordinator: Lyndie Leviston
Junior Programme: Peter Bartels
Flute Festival Directors: David
Leviston, Elizabeth Koch OAM,
Lyndie Leviston

Elizabeth Koch speaks at Flute
Festival Opening Ceremony
‘I will tell my teachers in Japan
how wonderful and heart warming
the Festival was!’
(visitor from Japan)
‘A fabulous weekend! Something
for everyone!!!!!!!’
‘Bring on the next one!’
(Adelaide baroque enthusiast)

A MESSAGE FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR OF THE AUSTRALIAN FLUTE FESTIVAL 2009

A huge thank you to all who attended the recent Flute Festival in Adelaide! I have been
very heartened by the many positive and supportive e-mails and ‘phone calls since that
weekend, with many people feeling thoroughly inspired. I appreciate the fact that so
many Adelaideans and South Australians supported this event and the result was well
over 320 registrations plus of course the dozens of guests who gave so generously to
the program.
Overseas visitors Tara-Helen O’Connor, Jean Ferrandis and Uwe Grodd got along ‘like
a house on fire’! In fact all players and presenters were brilliant and I would particularly
like to thank the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra flute section members, Geoffrey Collins,
Lisa Gill and Julia Grenfell, for their wonderful workshops and playing. Sally Walker,
Bridget Douglas and Lisa-Maree Amos were also delightful guest artists and I think that
the Closing Concert perhaps demonstrated best how everyone got along so well and
produced some brilliant playing.
My wonderful University students – a big thank you for your support. You all learnt
some new skills in arts management and that will be useful in the years to come. A
special thanks to Masako Kondo for her impeccable organisation in the stage
management area.
In summary, thank you to the committee, David and Lyndie Leviston from Sydney and
to members of the Flute Society of South Australia for your support. A major event such
as this relies on the support and passion of enthusiasts such as yourselves.

ELIZABETH KOCH OAM



Silver Swarm

‘Your students who helped at the
Festival are gems. They were kind,
polite and never failed to complete
things. Masako – she is amazing!’
(Teacher from Perth)
‘It was a wonderful feast of music
and information. … I appreciated the
work of the accompanists – they
were amazing!’ (Adult player)

‘The students who came from Perth
to play in the masterclasses and
competitions are still buzzing about
the Festival’.
(Teacher from Perth)
‘I came away feeling very inspired
about flute playing and flute
teaching’.
(Bridget Douglas, New Zealand)

‘Congratulations on the Flute Festival, the concert on
Saturday night was fantastic. It was good to hear
such beautiful sounds from each player, and I really
enjoyed the contemporary pieces on the program,
interesting sounds, concepts and good fun’.
Dustan Cox, Lecturer in Jazz,
Elder Conservatorium


‘Congratulations on the magnificent
Success of the Australian Flute Festival’.
(Adelaide professional musician)
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SCHERZO AT THE AUSTRALIAN FLUTE FESTIVAL
by Michal Rosiak
You must admit, that it was a wonderful and busy
weekend! During these days my contentment has
reached the top of my expectations. I had a truly
fantastic chance to listen to my own compositions in
a variety of performances. Scherzo – a
compulsory piece for the ensemble competition was
performed a dozen times by competitors as well as
by myself with Kshema Flutes and also by the
Fisenden Flute Ensemble.
Honestly … it’s hard to describe the feeling
surrounding me while listening to all of those
performances. Every single one was different and
showed how many ways of interpretation can be
achieved. Each ensemble taking part in the
competition presented a variety of styles,
approach and understanding of Scherzo. The
message coming from myself was simple: ‘Enjoy,
have fun and let the audience join you!’ And
that was exactly what I heard! Thanks!
As a tool performers used a whole bunch of
articulations, surprising tempos, variety of colours
and wonderful communication between themselves.
However I can’t say that every performance was as
good as required from the competition point of view.
Being one of the adjudicators made me a bit
schizophrenic: on one side listening as a composer
and on the other as a flute player and chamber
musician. Great fun, though!
Scherzo itself is hiding lots of technical

challenges, even though it was written by a
flautist! Still, some spots can be tricky and
bring some sleepless nights. I can picture you
now, practising figure G, bars 164-167, in the
basement at midnight… Can I say more?
Thank you for putting this piece together and
having fun performing it!
The icing on the cake was an absolutely
delightful performance of Scherzo given by
the Fisenden Flute Ensemble. This
particular version, prepared with Neil
Fisenden’s co-operation, requires the use of
both bass and contrabass flutes. No doubt,
adding a rich bass line makes almost a
symphonic piece of it. The power and
constant pulse, as well as the never-ending
energy and beauty of the slow movements
gave me breathless moments while sitting
among the audience. I was fortunate enough
to listen to my other piece performed by the
Fisenden Flute Ensemble, a world premiere
of Valse Giocoso, written specially for Neil
and his group. My excitement soared high.
Besides catching up with my own
compositions I also had a great opportunity to
attend masterclasses with all Festival guests
and listen to the concerts and recitals during
the Festival. Many thanks go to Elizabeth
Koch for organising such a fantastic event!
I hope you are on holidays now Liz! ♫
To order visit www.mrflute.com.au
or e-mail rosiakm@mrflute.com.au
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OTHER FLUTE FESTIVAL EVENTS
BLOW PIPES
by Robert Brown

Margaret Crawford, Festival
Patron, discusses subcontrabass flute with Peter
Sheridan

Karen Lonsdale

American flautist Peter Sheridan, now
resident in Melbourne, is a low flutes
specialist. He is conductor of the Victorian
College of the Arts Flute Ensemble, which
performed a concert of Australian
compositions for Flute Ensemble in the
Madley Space. Under the title ‘Blow Pipes’,
the programme used flutes ranging in size
from piccolo to sub-contrabass flute, and
included two world premiere performances. It
is good to see that composers are now
turning their attention to the flute ensemble,
with the extended range of flute voices now
available providing many new creative
possibilities. The first item was Blow Pipes
by Russell Gilmour. This was followed by
the world premieres of Blue Canticle by
Johanna Selleck and Serenade and
Burlesque by Vaughan McAlley. On the
Wire by Houston Dunleavy concluded the
programme. I enjoyed the performances by
the ten members of the Victorian College of
the Arts Flute Ensemble. We were given a
clear demonstration of what is now being
achieved in the world of the flute ensemble
under the vibrant direction of Peter Sheridan,

who is inspiring new standards in flute
ensemble performance.
Peter Sheridan performed brilliantly on the
various low flutes at a lunch hour concert in
Elder Hall on the Monday of the Flute
Festival. Some interesting new works for the
lower flutes are being composed for
performers such as Peter. After the concert
members of the audience who went on stage
were encouraged to try the sub-contrabass
flute. We live in exciting times! ♫

BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF
COMMON HEALTH TREATMENTS
AND EXERCISE PROGRAMS
Presented by Karen Lonsdale.
Reviewed by Robert Brown.
Karen began by outlining why this topic should be
discussed. She emphasised the importance of not
being a know-it-all and giving uniformed advice to a
fellow musician or student who is suffering from
pain or discomfort as a result of playing their
instrument. Being a previous sufferer of pain has
prompted Karen to research this subject for a
Doctor of Musical Arts, which is nearing completion.
Karen has investigated the possible causes of pain

and discomfort and the professionals who could be consulted to
assist a student or performing artist.
The first professional to be involved is the music teacher, who
should be encouraging the music student to think about his/her
posture and playing position. If the reason(s) for pain cannot be
identified, someone who is qualified to ‘diagnose and treat the
problem’ should be consulted. Musicians and music teachers should
understand that it is okay to not know the answers when it comes to
dealing with pain and injury. Following a diagnosis the music teacher
should collaborate with the health professional to ensure that the
student is able to overcome the problems experienced.
The services provided by the following health professionals were
outlined: physiotherapist, chiropractor, osteopath, podiatrist,
speech pathologist and masseur. Representatives from some of
these professions were invited to provide additional information about
how they could provide assistance. Physiotherapist Mandy-Jane
Hutchinson had spoken about ‘Muscle Matters: Stretchin’ for
Perfection’ at the Professional Learning Day. Medical professionals
who might be consulted for help include Performing Arts Specialist,
Ear, Throat and Nose Specialist, Sports and Orthopaedic Specialist,
Hand Specialist, Rehabilitative Specialist, Physiatrist, Rheumatologist
and Neurologist. Additional health areas for consideration included
Homeopathy, Acupuncture, Reflexology, Chinese and Natural
Medicine, Psychology/Counselling and Nutrition. Yoga, Tai Chi,
Pilates, Alexander Technique, Strength/Resistance Training and
Aerobic Training were also mentioned.
In conclusion, Karen suggested only giving advice for which you
are qualified and trained. Don’t pretend to have all of the answers
and refer any problems relating to pain and discomfort to a qualified
professional for diagnosis. Sometimes it may be necessary to
consult more than one specialist so that the appropriate treatment
and exercise program can be established.
Thank you Karen for encouraging musicians to really think about the
ways in which they perform and the treatment and management for
any associated problems. Karen also presented sessions on
‘Physical Considerations for Teaching Beginner Flutists’ and
‘Success Principles for the Freelance Flutist’.♫
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ADELAIDE EISTEDDFOD FLUTE DIVISION 2009
Held: August 7/8/9
Venue: Rosefield Uniting Church, Highgate
Adjudicator: Karen Lonsdale

SECTION F607 - Solo Fl 18 Yrs & Under
1st Prize: Yijie Yin; 2nd Prize: Nicole Pearce;
3rd Prize: Sally Morris.

MESSAGE FROM THE CONVENOR
by Robert Brown

SECTION F608 - Grd 5 AMEB Solo Fl
1st Prize: Scott Gunn; 2nd Prize: Kathryn
Pennell; 3rd Prize: Emma Williams; Hon.
Mention: Madeleine Stewart.

Thank you to the sponsors who generously supported
the 2009 Flute Division and the team of volunteers
who helped with booking in, ticket selling, announcing
and time keeping. Thank you to the adjudicator,
Karen Lonsdale, for her friendly, helpful comments,
detailed written reports and for being so quick – we
stayed on schedule for the whole weekend!
Congratulations to all of the competitors – I enjoyed
hearing your performances.

RESULTS

SECTION F609 - Grd 6 AMEB Solo Fl
1st Prize: Ally Olekalns; 2nd Prize: Keira
Simmons; 3rd Prize: Hannah Rappensberg;
Hon. Mention: Aleksander Stirrat.
SECTION F610 - Grd 7/8 AMEB Solo Fl
1st Prize: Yijie Yin; 2nd Prize: Sally Morris 3rd
Prize: Sarah Byron.

The Music Teachers’ Association/Grace Barbara
Turner Award for Excellence in Performance – Wind,
was awarded to Anna Cooper.

SECTION F611 - Open Flute Section
1st Prize: Mandy-Jane Hutchinson; 2nd Prize:
Amy Balales.

The David Cubbin Flute Award, for the most promising
flautist in the Open Flute Section, was awarded to
Amy Balales.

SECTION F612 - Complt Fl Sonata or Suite
1st Prize: Anna Cooper; 2nd Prize: Stephanie
Heather; 3rd Prize: Robin Parkin.

The Ray Rosser Memorial Award for the most
promising flautist from the 10 years and Under and 12
years and Under Sections, was awarded to Danica
Edgar.

SECTION F613 - Fl Duet, Grd 4 & Under
1st Prize: Julia Foley and Natasha
Meseldzija; 2nd Prize: Taylor Maddeford and
Bethany Jones; 3rd Prize: Emma Lewis and
Hannah Lewis.

SECTION F601 - Solo Fl 10 Yrs & Under
1st Prize: Natasha Slater; 2nd Prize: Kendall
West; 3rd Prize: Erin Birchwood; Hon. Mention:
Ciara Garvey.
SECTION F602 - Solo Fl 12 Yrs & Under
1st Prize: Danica Edgar; 2nd Prize: Lauren
Carthew; 3rd Prize: Kaya Nicolls; Hon. Mention:
Jacalyn Pickering, Julia Foley.
SECTION F600 – Grd 2 AMEB Fl Solo
1st Prize: Julia Foley; 2nd Prize: Sarah Picard.
SECTION F603 - Grd 3 AMEB Fl Solo
1st Prize: Natasha Meseldzija; 2nd Prize: Tom
Marks; Hon. Mention: Jacalyn Pickering, Julia
Hull.
SECTION F604 - Solo Fl 14 Yrs & Under
1st Prize: Bethany Jones; 2nd Prize: Courtney
Sorensen; 3rd Prize: Keira Simmons; Hon.
Mention: Ally Olekalns, Caitlin Wicks.
SECTION F605 - Grd 4 AMEB Fl Solo
1st Prize: Kaya Nicolls; 2nd Prize: Bethany
Jones; 3rd Prize: Leanda Michael; Hon.
Mention: Courtney Sorensen.
SECTION F606 - Solo Fl 16 Yrs & Under
1st Prize: Yijie Yin; 2nd Prize: Kirsty Palmer; 3rd
Prize: Madeleine Stewart; Hon. Mention:
Kathryn Pennell.

SECTION F614 - Fl Duet, Grd 5 & Over
1st Prize: Ally Olekalns and Nicole Pearce;
2nd Prize: Kate Galbraith and Emma
Williams; Hon. Mention: Amy Robertson and
David Geddes.
SECTION F615 – Piccolo Solo
1st Prize: Anna Cooper; 2nd Prize: Bethany
Jones; 3rd Prize: Danica Edgar; Hon.
Mention: Keira Simmons.
SECTION F617 – Flute Study, Grd 5 &
Above
1st Prize: Yijie Yin; Hon. Mention: Ally
Olekalns.
SECTION F618 – Unaccomp Fl Solo, Grd 5 &
Above
1st Prize: Nicole Pearce; 2nd Prize: Amy
Balales.
SECTION F619 – Orch Excerpts, Grd 6 - 8
1st Prize: Helen Seppelt; 2nd Prize: Yijie Yin.
SECTION F620 – 18 Yrs and Over Flute Solo
1st Prize: Anna Cooper; 2nd Prize: Amy
Balales.
SECTION M639 – Wind Recital, 25 Yrs &
Under
1st Prize: Helen Seppelt (flute); Hon. Mention:
Anna Cooper (flute), Stephanie Heather
(flute).

Booking in

IN MEMORIUM
Noreen Ashenden
died on August 27,
aged 80 years. She
was Treasurer for the
7th Australian Flute
Convention, held in
Adelaide in 1988.
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DATES FOR 2010
WELCOME TO OUR
NEW MEMBERS

Mandy-Jane
Hutchinson,
Samantha Penny
and
Ernastina
Lippett.
We hope you enjoy
being part of the Flute
Society and we look
forward to seeing you
at our events.
Please visit our
website!

CAROLYN WHITE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
When: Saturday, June 19, 12 noon
Venue: Colonel Light Gardens Uniting Church
560 Goodwood Road, Daw Park (corner Aver Avenue)
Closing date: Thursday, June 10
Set work: Legend: Helen Stowasser (AMEB Grade 4 Series 2 Grade Book, Allans Publishing)
The brochure and entry form will be included with the March newsletter.
ADELAIDE EISTEDDFOD FLUTE DIVISION
When: August 13-16
Venue: Rosefield Uniting Church, 2 Carlton Street, Highgate
Adjudicators: Alison Rosser, Peter Webb OAM, Julia Grenfell, Lisa Gill
The 2010 Syllabus will be available free of charge from early February. Either send a selfaddressed envelope 220 x 110 mm with $1.10 stamp to Adelaide Eisteddfod Society, 239
Magill Road, Maylands, SA 5069, collect a copy from one of the major music stores or visit the
website at http://www.sacomment.com/aes.htm. Entries will close on April 1. Also look for
Eisteddfod Concerto and Eisteddfod Ensemble Event.
McGREGOR SUMMER SCHOOL
Wednesday, January 6 to Saturday, January 16.
The USQ McGregor Summer School is now in its 42nd year. It is Australia’s largest and
longest running residential performing, visual and creative arts school. Over 500 musicians,
artists and craftspeople will converge on the beautiful USQ campus in Toowoomba for the
popular arts residential school. Flute Tutor is Karen Lonsdale. Flute students have the
opportunity to play in the symphony orchestra, symphonic band, chamber music ensembles,
flute choir, and sing in the choir. More information from www.usq.edu.au/mcgregor/.
DAVID CUBBIN MEMORIAL FUND
Grants are available to assist young Australian flautists attend a Flute Festival or Flute Event
during 2010. Please send a letter requesting financial assistance to David Cubbin Memorial
Fund, C/- Robert Brown, PO Box 3228, Norwood, SA 5067 by Tuesday, April 27. Please
include your contact information – postal address, telephone number, e-mail address.
Applicants are required to provide a supporting letter from their teacher.

LIBRARY
The Flute Society Library is
housed in Elizabeth Koch’s
room (LG 14) at the Elder
School of Music.
There is a large selection of
sheet music, flute ensemble
music (duets, trios, quartets
and quintets), magazines,
books and cassettes.
Elizabeth may be contacted
during office hours on
8303-5343 or e-mail
elizabeth.koch@adelaide.edu.
au to arrange a time for
borrowing.

COMING EVENTS
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FLUTE ENSEMBLE
The South Australian Flute Ensemble is looking for new members.
When: Mondays at 7-45 pm (2009 Dates: November 23, December 7)
Where: Mitcham Community Centre, corner Belair Road & Grange Road, Lower Mitcham.
Playing standard: Grade 4 minimum (low C up to top G).
Contact: Caroline Weatherstone on 0401-176-230.

NOTES AND NEWS
The magazine Flute Focus is launching its new website and putting its back catalogue on-line. This is all
free! Visit www.flutefocus.com.
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AFF OVERSEAS GUEST ARTISTS:
JEAN FERRANDIS MASTERCLASS
by Samantha Hennessy
I arrived at Jean’s class a little late, to a
packed room and rapt audience! His
masterclass was riveting – intense, delivered
with passion and inspiring. In his good
humoured style, he put the participants
through their paces, demanding more
commitment and excellence from them. Jean
waxed lyrical about our good fortune in this
day and age to access ‘ You Tube’, where we
can and should, revisit performances from the
‘masters’ (not just flute players!) and observe
and apply techniques they use. He cited
Rampal, David Oistrakh (the violinist who
premiered the violin version of the Prokofiev
Flute Sonata amongst other things) and
advised watching singers’ application of
breath and use of body position/posture.
Jean reinforced several themes:
1. The ability to relax the body at all times,
in particular the freeness of the hips and
knees.
2. The use of more air but in a ‘light’
manner – he used the ‘swimming pool’
analogy, the idea of not forcing when playing
loud and/or high, but to feel sufficiently
supported by the swimming pool (at least that
was MY impression of that term!? ... that one
was quite literally ‘lost in translation’!).
3. (My personal favourite and the one which
left the most indelible impression on me) to
trust your music meaning, work out your
phrasing/greater architecture of the
piece/stylistic considerations and then
deliver your message. He told the players
to ‘trust their music’ and illustrated the point
by saying, that when we go to a concert, we
don’t really go to hear the Mozart Flute
Concerto. Instead, we are more specifically
interested in hearing Pahud (for example), so
it is the same in this masterclass and in fact,
any time you perform. When the audience
laughed, he told the crowd that this was really
a serious consideration and not at all funny.
His performances were equally riveting and
commanded attention – what a showman he
is! – truly dedicated to his art in every sense
of the word. I made sure that I arrived for the
second masterclass ‘on time’ and ready for
anything! ♫

Six Short Pieces for Flute and Piano by Grant Sheridan will be available soon from the Australian Music
Centre. The pieces are all in popular accessible styles, grades 4-6 level. To order contact the
Australian Music Centre, toll-free 1300-651-834, e-mail info@australianmusiccentre.com.au or visit
http://www.australianmusiccentre.com.au.

At the Final Party!
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UWE GRODD
by Kerrie Polkinghorne

Over the Australian Flute Festival weekend I had
the privilege of hearing Uwe Grodd on several
occasions, in both masterclass and performance
contexts. I attended two of his masterclasses,
which featured repertoire such as Mozart’s D
major and G major Concerti, the Hindermith,
Poulenc and Martinu Sonatas, and Messiaen’s Le
Merle Noir, some of which I am currently
preparing.
Despite his towering height, Uwe is a gentle and
polite man with a spirited personality and sense of
humour. He is not only delightful to watch in
performance (interacting with the pianist,
conducting with his free hand, and playing along
to a ticking metronome!), but he is also a very
perceptive teacher in masterclasses. He talked
about ‘the drama between the notes,’ that is,
placing energy in each note and adding it all up to
achieve an overall effect of liveliness in the
phrase. ‘Make your line more intense ... take
your hearers with you.’ He stressed that ‘music
is either accumulative or subtractive’, and that
if it’s accumulative, each note must build and go
somewhere (climax).
He used creative methods of demonstration,
including having a player roll a tennis ball under
her left foot whilst playing, knee bent, to release
tension in her lower back muscles. He also
created a visual picture of the tension between
the lip and the flute, by having someone lean
against him while he leaned back. He explained
that if the flute is pushing too much against the lip,
it has no flexibility. For example, if trying to play
soft it will go flat. When there is equal tension
between the lip and the flute, both have flexibility.
He spoke several times about getting in touch
with the ‘inner dimension’, the muscle beneath
the rib cage, called the solar plexus. It is a very
flexible muscle but the weakest part of the body,
and is very important in creating support and
vibrato.
Uwe has a way with words, describing Bach’s
music as ‘full of gossip ... hours of little
chattering’ (and that people love gossip), when
referring to semiquaver passages. The trills are
cheeky, whilst the long notes are caressing,
encouraging us to think character rather than pure
technique. Messiaen’s birdcalls should not be
measured or played too deliberately, rather they
should create a sense of surprise and
unpredictability.
He also touched on air: not anticipating finger
changes by dropping off the air, and the
importance of getting all the air in the flute,
relating to correct lip alignment to match the
blowing angle of the embouchure hole.
I learned so much from Uwe’s classes and
scribbled pages of notes to take away, as his
principles relate not only to the particular pieces
performed but across a variety of repertoire. Now
all that’s left is the simple task of application…♫

Jean-Ferrandis masterclass

Jean-Ferrandis meets a friend

Jean-Ferrandis at Cleland

Tara-Helen O’Connor, JeanFerrandis, Elizabeth Koch and
Uwe Grodd

Bass and contrabass flutes
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AFF OVERSEAS GUEST ARTISTS: TARA-HELEN O’CONNOR
by Natalie Zwar

Tara-Helen O’Connor
masterclass

The 2009 Australian Flute Festival
brought together some of the world’s
leading flautists. Over three days these
mentors inspired amateur to experienced
musicians to pursue their passion and
love of the flute and there truly was
‘something for everyone’ from the
inspiring classes to the performances of
each artist. A highlight of the Festival
this year were the classes and
performances of Tara-Helen
O’Connor.
Tara’s classes had everyone in the
room hanging on every word right from
the moment they began. The wealth of
knowledge that she shared was
exceptional and each student that
played for her came away inspired with
new musical ideas and techniques for
their chosen work. Her love of music is
evident in her teaching and her
enthusiasm for sharing her passion
with others shone through in her classes
as she brought a smile to everyone’s
face in the room.
Her performances were equally
inspirational. In particular, her recital in
Elder Hall on the first day of the Festival
left the audience awe struck with a
programme that covered works from the
Baroque period to the current day,
showing her versatility and incredible
musicianship. Tara brought to each work
a respect and understanding of the music
and at the same time traversed technical
passages with ease and poise. The
highlight of this recital was the Australian
premiere of her arrangement of
Piazzolla’s Fuga y mysterio to conclude
the performance. We were particularly
fortunate to hear many premieres at this
year’s Festival, which enabled Australian
flautists to expand their knowledge of the
repertoire for their instrument and leave
the Festival with new ideas and music to
explore.
I want to extend a great big thank you to
Tara for sharing her passion, knowledge
and incredible talent with us at the 2009
Australian Flute Festival. ♫

by Kathryn Chapman
I greatly enjoyed the opportunity of
sitting in on the masterclass conducted
by Tara-Helen O’Connor at the Flute
Festival. The four performers and their
pieces were Anna Cooper (Feld Sonata,
movt. 1), Lydia Sharrad (Bach E minor
Sonata, movts. 3 and 4), Stephanie Vici
(Hindemith Sonata, movt. 1) and Melanie
Walters (Andrew Ford’s Spinning for solo
alto flute).
There were a number of comments that
Tara-Helen made that resonated
strongly with me. She talked about the
way that one starts a piece or a scale run
– every note played after the first one
is in motion, so the first one should
be, also. She encouraged keeping one’s
fingers above the keys before starting; in
this way, the rhythm in the hands is
controlled. Next, she advocated that the
piece starts with the intake of air:
therefore, breathing needs to be in
character with the piece, and sufficient
for the passage that is ahead. TaraHelen spoke about how she likes to
develop colour in her playing – she has
an analogy of changing the shape of
one’s mouth cavity by imagining ‘tasting’
different types of fruit; the different
shapes and different fruits help to create
different tone colours. Then, she
discussed the importance of allowing air
to expand right into one’s back – when
the ribs are allowed to splay and expand,
the air support is greatly increased.
Finally, Tara-Helen spoke about another
way to get finger practice to ‘stick’ – by
putting each note on a downbeat. This
accents each note and ensures the
consistency of the finger-work, even
when the tempo is gradually increased.
Overall, I found Tara-Helen’s comments
to be insightful, practical and readily
able to be applied to my flute playing.
Her playing was inspiring to listen to
during the weekend and it was a highlight
to hear her share some of her fluteplaying experience in her masterclass.♫
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The Flute Society Program on 5MBS – presented by Robert Brown
The Flute Society Program is broadcast on Monday evenings at 7 pm. 5MBS is located
at 99.9 on the FM Band.
Monday, December 14
Music for the Christmas Season, including Elizabeth Koch and Suzanne Handel playing
Christmas classics, the Cambridge Buskers taking us on a musical ride, selections from
the Jethro Tull Christmas Album and James Galway’s Christmas Carol, Karen Lonsdale
performing music by Kerin Bailey, Peter Sheridan playing the sub-contrabass flute, and
much more!
Monday, February 8
Music by Brazilian composers, performed by Jean-Louis Beaumardier, piccolo and
Maria José Carrasquiera, piano.
Monday, April 12
Selected historic recordings, including Julius Baker and Jean-Pierre Rampal playing
flute duets, and performances by American flautists Robert Willoughby and Maurice
Sharp.
The theme music used for the Flute Society Program is Rimsky-Korsakov’s Flight of the
Bumblebee, played by Sir James Galway, flute, with Hiro Fujikake, synthesizer.

CONCERTS
Send your concert dates to the Editor for inclusion in this section.
Recitals Australia Wednesday Lunch Hour Concerts 2009,
Pilgrim Church, 12 Flinders Street, Adelaide, at 12-10 pm and 1-10 pm. Adults:
$5, Concession: $4. Tickets at the door. Enquiries, Recitals Australia, Ph.
8266-4936.
See http://www.recitalsaustralia.org.au/ for more information.
Wednesday, December 16, 1-10 pm,
Lewis Mitchell (flute/piccolo), Monika Laczofy (piano).
Music by Jennifer Fowler, Stephen Hough, Donizetti and John Woolrich.
Elder Hall Lunch Hour Concert Series, 1-10 pm. Admission: $7.
No performances by flautists listed for the second half of 2009. See
www.adelaide.edu.au/events/concert/lunch/ for more information.

The Guinness World Record for the largest flute
ensemble was broken on August 14 during the National
Flute Association Convention in New York. The official
count was 1,989 flutes, directed by Sir James Galway,
which surpassed the previous record of 1,975 flutes set
in China on July 14. You can see and hear it happening
at http://www.jeannegalway.com/home.htm under
Events.

World’s Largest Flute Ensemble

BUY AND SELL
FOR SALE:
10 carat gold Sankyo
headjoint. $5,995.
Contact Kerryn,
Ph. 8390-3135.

AUSTRALIAN FLUTE FESTIVAL
COMPETITION RESULTS
FLUTE COMPETITION
1st Prize: Krzystof Kaczka
2nd Prize: Jessica Jiang
PICCOLO COMPETITION
1st Prize: Kate Rockstrom
2nd Prize: Georgia Lane
YOUNG ARTIST
COMPETITION
1st Prize: Latham Horn
2nd Prize: SooJung Kim
FLUTE ENSEMBLE
COMPETITION
1st Prize: Lake Flute Quartet
(Laila Engle, Adrian Failla,
Kate Rockstrom, Emma
Knight)
2nd Prize: Flutter (Latham
Horn, Emily Smith, Tara
Dickinson, Clairice Boreham)
FLUTE CHOIR
COMPETITION
1st Prize: The Picnics
(Rebekka Dertinger, Jenna
Roberts, Sari Robertson,
Nadine Hill)
2nd Prize: Tutti Flutti Flute
Choir
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TEACHERS’ PAGE: AFF Professional Development Day

STUDENTS’ PAGE: AFF JUNIOR PROGRAMME

by Kathryn Chapman

by Madeleine Stewart

I found the Professional Development
Day preceding the Flute Festival to be
of great benefit to myself, both as a
flute player and as a music teacher. It
was inspiring to be around likeminded people who understand the
joys and frustrations of teaching, and
who were so willing to share their
wealth of knowledge and experience.
Some of the key things that stood out
for me included Peter Bartels’ sessions,
especially his ‘Tips for Treacherous
Tuning’. Most of these are quite
straightforward but they can make
such a difference when applied to our
playing! I appreciated Margaret
Crawford’s approach to teaching
scales in order to avoid our students
developing phobias about the top
register.
Mandy-Jane Hutchinson gave an
informative talk about how we need to
care for our muscles in order for us to
have a long and enjoyable flute-playing
‘life’. I am also looking forward to
reading up more regarding the

technology that Linda Rossen is
developing and using – it sounds
fascinating to be able to record
students, get them to play along with
an accompaniment that can be
increased or decreased in tempo, and
supplement their weekly lesson with
‘The Online Flute Tutor’. Finally, the
highlight for me was the Panel
Discussion – having Elizabeth Koch,
Peter Bartels and Margaret Crawford
available to answer our questions
regarding any flute topic – including
vibrato, tonguing issues, avoiding
throat noise and how to tell if your
student is actually suited for flute, with
the help of a clever little toy! Overall, it
was a wonderful day, and I hope to
attend another of these in the future.♫

The Junior Programme at this year’s
Australian Flute Festival offered young
flautists the opportunity to learn more about
the instrument, and to meet and talk with
professional flautists who were performing
during the Festival. It also provided a place to
meet new friends, and catch up with old ones.
Apart from the main junior day, we were also
given the chance to perform twice in the
opening and closing concerts as the first act.
The programme was run by Peter Bartels with
the help of some of the guest artists
participating in the main part of the Flute
Festival.
During the day, the participants were given
workshops on many aspects of flute playing,
including techniques when playing the flute as
well as the many different instruments in the
flute family. Out of the day, there were a
number of highlights, including:
1. The lesson on posture and how to hold the
flute provided an insight into hand position
and the correct way to stand when playing the
flute.
2. ‘ A Very Brief, But Incredibly Interesting
History of the Flute’

which was a

demonstration by Sally Walker (one of the

Brass & Woodwind Specialists

performers in the main Festival) that showed
off the main flutes in the flute family, such as
the baroque flute (also known as flauto

Shop 2, 84 Glen Osmond Rd, Parkside
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traverso), piccolo, alto and bass flutes. It also
provided an insight into music in different
periods of musical history through the short
excerpts from various works.
3. The demonstration of the contrabass and
sub-contrabass flutes by Peter Sheridan, who
performed to us on both instruments and
answered questions about the two giant
instruments that would usually only be found

in flute choirs and orchestras. It was really
interesting to learn that there are very few
sub-contrabass flutes in the world, with only
two makers.
4. ‘ Weird, Wacky and Wonderful Sounds
From Your Flute’

gave us a chance to learn

different ways of playing that are not usually

World’s Greatest Flute Orchestra at
Opening Concert

found in older music. We were taught about
singing into the flute whilst playing, flutter
tonguing (both ways), jet whistles and more.
It was hard to get some of the different
techniques, while others were easier. It also
helped us in the final concert, where we had
to use a few of the techniques in the piece

Walk Like This.
5. The chance to meet some of the guest
artists performing in this year’ s Flute
Festival, as well as getting to listen to them
play in workshops and performances.
Overall, I found the Junior Programme
interesting and enjoyable. I learnt a lot about
the history of the flute, as well as new
techniques that I had never heard of before.
It was a great experience and a lot of fun! ♫

by Danica Edgar (11 years)
My time at the Australian Flute Festival was lots
of fun. I learnt lots and lots of new things to
help me improve my flute playing like flutter
tonguing. We learnt lots of flute history and
got to see and hear some different flutes that
you don’t normally get to hear. Did you know
that there is a flute that plays three octaves
below middle C? It is called the sub-contrabass
flute. There is also the piccolo, C flute, alto
flute, bass flute and contrabass flute. The subcontrabass flute has 16 feet (approximately 6
meters) of tubing and the contrabass flute has 8
feet of tubing.
I also liked learning the Weird and Wacky
sounds. We got to make harmonics, flutter
tonguing, whistles and lots of others. We were
taught to play a piece of music which used only
the weird and wacky sounds we had learnt. We
got to use some of these sounds in the piece we

Young flautists visit the exhibits

